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Wilsona School District
Plan to Reopen School

2020-2021

Section 1: Overview

The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the statewide closure of school campuses in March 2020.  All education institutions providing
K-12 education including school districts, public, private and charter schools were ordered to conduct distance learning for the
2020-2021 school year until Los Angeles County meets targets of health metrics established by the Los Angeles County Department
of Public Health.  The Los Angeles County Department of Health has indicated that it is safe to reopen schools to in-person instruction
under the current tier assignment, so the Wilsona School District plans to begin reopening of campuses to in-person instruction on
March 29, 2021.

The Wilsona School District’s Board of Education has provided strong leadership during these uncertain times. Their guidance has
consistently been to have students return to campus as quickly as possible while ensuring students’ health and safety. As a result of
the Board’s directions, staff has worked diligently to provide the most effective education program for students as possible.  These
efforts continue in the development of this reopening plan. Staff including principals, teachers and classified staff have been
instrumental in developing this plan while addressing the ever changing directives from the Los Angeles County Department of Public
Health entered into the distance learning educational model after March 16, 2020, when school campuses throughout the state were
closed, creating unprecedented challenges. Wilsona school staff continued to provide education and other services to students and
their families. Although different governmental entities provided guidance and regulations for re-opening, The Wilsona School District
has created its own plan for re-opening that reflects the needs of students and staff.

Los Angeles County remains at the lowest COVID-19 tier (widespread, purple). Since the entire county is impacted by this level,
schools only have permission currently to have students on campus for very specific reasons. The Los Angeles County Department of
Public Health and the Los Angeles County Office of Education have announced a phased re-opening of schools beginning with small
cohorts of students requiring specialized instruction and support and a waiver process for bringing students in grades TK-2 back to in
person learning.  To that end, the Wilsona staff have been gathering information regarding what parents and staff wishes related to
returning to in person learning.

Families and staff have received surveys at various times throughout this process to help inform decisions. Principals have included
parents and teachers in the reopening discussions through the School Site Council and the English Language Advisory Committee.
Parents and staff have been represented on various committees to plan for  reopening. Based on the input received, some parents
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have indicated that they want to have their students continue with a distance learning option while other parents have indicated that
they are ready to have their students return to school. Likewise, some staff have expressed concern for returning to in person
instruction while other staff have indicated they are willing to return to face to face instruction. As vaccines become more available an
an increasing number of staff have indicated a greater willingness to return to school.

This plan reflects the Wilsona School District’s plan to bring small cohorts of students to school in grades Tk-5 with a goal returning
students to a hybrid model and eventually back to full in person instruction.  This plan will go into effect once staff has received their
vaccinations. The plan also includes information regarding the health and safety requirements and how the Wilsona School District
plans to implement those safety requirements.

The health and safety of our students, staff and families is of the utmost importance.   Our school’s reopening plan focuses on both
academic instruction to enhance student learning, as well as the ability to keep students and staff safe while learning. The Wilsona
School District’s guidelines for reopening are based on the recommendations from the Los Angeles County Department of Public
Health.

Section 2: Instruction
Continuity of Learning

The Wilsona School District in alignment with their Learning Continuity Plan is creating a plan that will phase students back into in
person instruction.  The plan includes bringing cohorts of students for specific purposes back for some in person learning combined
with on-going distance learning and bringing an increased number of students on campus for hybrid learning. In both cases the
requirements from the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health for the numbers of students and adults that can be in a
classroom at a given time will be followed. Students will continue to use to the extent possible the same instructional material and
receive instruction from the same teacher.

Cohorts

Cohorts are defined as small groups of the same students who are together to have instruction to address a specific need. There is a
defined number of students (14) and adults (2) that can form a cohort.  Students must stay with the same cohort when they are at
school for in person learning.
In the Wilsona School District cohorts will be formed based on student need and availability of staff to provide in person instruction. For
example, there could be two cohorts of students in first grade, one to focus on our English learners who need to receive in person
instruction on English language development and a second first grade cohort that would focus on students needing in person
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instruction for reading. The students identified for the cohorts will be based on diagnostic assessments which will assist in targeting the
most at risk students in reading and math.  Students with disabilities, English learners and students needing in person instruction in
reading and math will be eligible to participate in cohorts.  Cohorts will meet 2-4 days per week in the morning and/or in the afternoon.
When students are not with their cohort for in person learning they will continue with their distance learning.

The following are samples of a cohort schedule:
Cohort 1 - Grade 1 and 2 English learners

● Attend in person from 8-10
● Return home, eat lunch
● Participate in distance learning from 12 -2

Cohort 2 - Grade 1 and 2 Reading support
● Participate in distance learning from 8-10
● Have lunch and travel to school
● Attend in person from 12-2

Cohort 3 - Grade 3 and 4 students with disabilities
● Attend distance learning with the classes from 8-10
● Have lunch and travel to school
● Attend in person with special education staff from 12-2

Cohort 4 - TK and Kinder students
● Attend in person for some time for listening and speaking and reading and some time for math from 8-10
● Return home and have lunch
● Attend distance learning from 12-1

Cohort 5 - 6th, 7th or 8th grade
● Attend distance learning in the am
● Have lunch at home
● Attend in person instruction for math or English or English language development of special education services

Cohorts for students in grades 6-8 can be created however the current guidelines required that cohorts that are formed are to respond
specifically to students who have the greatest need. (Foster/Homeless students, English learners and students with disabilities)
These cohorts can attend in person instruction 2 or 4 days per week.

The number of cohorts will depend on the number of teachers and students indicating their readiness to return for in person
instruction.
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Hybrid Instruction

Hybrid instruction allows schools to reopen with larger numbers (up to one half) of students on campus at a given time. Hybrid
instruction requires the District to implement safety and health requirements established by the Los Angeles County Health
Department of Health with an increased number of students and staff on campus at a time. These requirements include ensuring
classrooms, common areas in the school and buses are able to be cleaned before other groups of students are able to come to
school.

Hybrid instruction means that all students receive some in person learning and some distance learning. Hybrid learning allows for
every student to see their teacher several times each week. For some students such as students with disabilities, English learners and
students needing additional support in reading and math, they may be in person more frequently so that they may receive the special
services as well as some of their core instruction in person.

The following is an example of a hybrid schedule:
TK-5

Student Group Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Group A (half of the
students in one
class)

On campus 8-12:30
Asynchronous
learning 1-2:30

On campus 8-12:30
Asynchronous
learning 1-2:30

Distance Learning
all students

Asynchronous
learning 8-10:30
Synchronous
learning 1 -2:30

Asynchronous
learning 8-10:30
Synchronous
learning 1 -2:30

Group B (half the
students in one
class)

Asynchronous
learning 8-10:30
Synchronous
learning 1 -2:30

Asynchronous
learning 8-10:30
Synchronous
learning 1 -2:30

Distance Learning
all students

On campus 8-12:30
Asynchronous
learning 1-2:30

On campus 8-12:30

Asynchronous
learning 1-2:30

For specifically identified students (students with disabilities, English learners and students receiving intervention may attend school in
person with their classroom teacher and then in the afternoon or morning they could attend school in person with a specialist teacher.
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Under the current LA County Department of Public Health guidelines students in grades 6-8 are not able to return to in-person learning
at this time.  When the District is given permission to do so the following is a sample of what that schedule would look like.
Grades 6-8

Student Group Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday

Group A (half the
class)

Class size limit is
30, + 3

In person
instruction for
periods 1,2,3
7:30-12pm

Asynchronous
learning 1-2

In person
instruction for
periods 4,5,6
7:30-12pm

Asynchronous
learning 1-2

All students will
meet with teachers
from all classes
from 9-12:30
through distance
learning

Students will
complete
asynchronous
learning 7:30-9,
1-2pm

Students will
complete
asynchronous
learning  7:30-12

Students will meet
with periods 1, 2, 3
teachers for 20
minutes each for
synchronous
learning (1-2:00)

Students will
complete
asynchronous
learning  7:30 -12

Students will meet
with periods 4, 5, 6
teachers for 20
minutes each for
synchronous
learning (1-2:00)

Group B (half the
class)

Class size limit is
30, + 3

Students will
complete
asynchronous
learning  8 -12

Students will meet
with periods 1, 2, &
3 teachers for 20
minutes each for
synchronous
learning (1-2pm)

Students will
complete
asynchronous
learning  8 -12

Students will meet
with periods 4,5,6
teachers for 20
minutes each for
synchronous
learning (1-2pm)

Deep cleaning in
classrooms and
common areas.

In person
instruction for
periods 1,2,3
7:30-12pm

Asynchronous
learning 1-2

In person
instruction for
periods 4,5,6
7:30-12pm

Asynchronous
learning 1-2

Continued Distance Learning

There are some students and their families both at the elementary school and the middle school who have indicated that they would
like to continue with Distance Learning for the remainder of this school year.  Some of these students have underlying health
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conditions or who may have family members with underlying health conditions and need to minimize their contact with others. The
Wilsona School District will provide Distance Learning for these students.  Identified teachers will provide Distance Learning. Some
students may not have the same teacher(s) they have had during this school year as more students return to in person learning.
Students who need additional services such as special education and English language development will be able to receive their
services in person if requested. In the future if a parent requests a student to be placed in Distance Learning, the expectation will be
that the student will remain in Distance Learning for the entire year.  Requests to return to in person learning will be considered on an
individual basis.
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Section 3: Safety and Health

The Wilsona School District makes every effort to ensure that the safety of students, staff and families are the highest priority. Parents
and students receive information in a variety of ways. School policies concerning the following can be found on the District’s website:

http://gamutonline.net/indexframes.html:
● All of the reopening protocols that will be in place when school reopens for in person learning including

○ Isolation and quarantine requirements and procedures for students who may have symptoms or may have been
exposed to COVID-19

○ Options for COVID-19 testing if a student or family member has symptoms or has been exposed to COVID-19
○ The procedure for who and when to contact the school if a student has symptoms or may have been exposed to

COVID-19
○ How to conduct a symptom check before a student leaves home

Social Distance and Facial Covering

Students and adults on campus will be required to wear facial coverings, if this is not possible students and adults will not be permitted
on campus. Social distancing will be required.  This includes in the classroom and in all common areas of the school. (office,
cafeteria,etc.) Information regarding the requirements for using facial covering and social distancing can be found at
https://www.wilsonasd.net/site/Default.aspx?PageID=137 In order to ensure that social distancing is maintained the District has
set up classrooms so that a minimum of six feet of distance between desks/tables for teachers and students have been established.
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Floors have been marked to indicate the appropriate amount of space is maintained.  In some areas where this distance is unable to
be maintained physical barriers are used to minimize close contacts. Signage has been posted throughout the District reminding staff
and students of the requirements for physical distancing, the use of facial coverings and frequent handwashing.

In addition to the District’s website, all parents/guardians will receive a letter prior to the reopening of school with all of the important
information regarding the protocol and procedures for reopening school.

Health Chain of Command

The District has created a chain of command to ensure that communication between families, students and the school and district is
clearly outlined. At the school site the health/attendance clerk will be the point of contact for families and students to report COVID-19
exposure or symptoms. The health/attendance clerk will notify the District Nurse who will coordinate with the Superintendent
to inform and coordinate with the Los Angeles Department of Public Health.  The Designated COVID-19 Compliance Officer is the
Superintendent.

School Exposure Management Plan

The District has created a School Exposure Management Plan that includes procedures for a variety of situations including:
● Isolation of cases of COVID-19
● Identification of persons exposed to cases at school
● Immediate quarantine of exposed employees and/or students
● Assurance of access to testing for all exposed individuals within the school as the basis for further control measures
● Reporting all COVID-19 exposures at the school to the Department of Public Health by completing the COVID Case

and Contact Line List for the Educational Sector
● Strategy for ensuring access to periodic testing for all school personnel to be implemented when directed by DPH

including how testing results will be reported to DPH

The complete School Exposure Management Plan can be found at:
https://www.wilsonasd.net/cms/lib/CA50000616/Centricity/domain/61/covid%2012-10-20%20updates/ExposureManagementPlan_K12
Schools.pdf
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COVID-19 Testing

A testing plan has been created for both students and staff that will be implemented once school is reopened. Currently the
recommendation under Purple Tier is that 50% of staff and students present on campus be tested weekly. Testing under
Red/Orange/Yellow tiers will be consistent with the locally adopted COVID-19 Safety Plan, which will include voluntary testing for
symptomatic/asymptomatic testing of students and staff. Self administered testing kits are available for staff and students at the
District at no cost. Locations for testing students, families and staff are listed on the County of Los Angeles website at:
https://covid19.lacounty.gov/testing/

Screening Procedures

Screening is required for all students, employees and visitors prior to entering any school or the District Office. Screening will include:
● A check-in regarding symptoms of a cough, shortness of breath, fever or any other symptoms the individual may be

experiencing
● A temperature check using a no-touch thermometer

The District nurse will report and coordinate with the Los Angeles County Department of Public Health when a person has been
identified during the screening process with symptoms.

School Employees and Visitors to School
Whenever possible parents and guardians are encouraged to conduct business with school personnel remotely or by appointment
when possible. Strict guidelines regarding the number of people allowed in the main office, health office or other common area in the
school will be maintained.  The following are the specific guidelines for:

● Main office - one family
● Health office -2
● Counseling office -2
● Staff room - Adhere to posting
● Cafeteria -not being used unless special request to administration and permission is granted
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Personal Protective Equipment

The District has acquired and will continue to maintain a supply of personal protective equipment. The PPE that is included are facial
coverings, gloves and individual protective barriers. Students unable to use PPE will not be able to participate with a group of students
during in person instruction. Individual students working with support staff may continue to have their services provided through
distance learning and when possible in person. Students with special needs working with support staff in person may be provided with
specific PPE for both student and staff.

Equipment and Supply Sharing

Equipment will be shared only when necessary.  If equipment is shared it will be sanitized before and after each use. FDA approved
disinfectant wipes will be provided to ensure that shared equipment will be safe to use.  The sharing of student supplies will be avoided
to the extent possible.  Students will use their own supplies and these supplies will be maintained in individual bags. Supplies will be
replenished as needed so that students will not need to share their supplies.
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Section 4: Nutrition and Meal Distribution

All students in the Wilsona School District will continue to receive meals whether they return for in person instruction or remain in
distance learning.  All meals will be packed in a “grab and go” style. All meals that are served will be complete meals   The majority of
students will be able to grab their lunch prior to leaving school. Breakfast will be available for students when they arrive at school.
Students returning for in person instruction will eat in either the classroom or a designated area. For the remainder of this year
students will not be able to eat in larger areas such as the cafeteria. Students will continue to be required to be socially distant while
eating and when they are not eating must wear facial coverings.

Students are cautioned to avoid sharing food.  In school sharing of food will not be permitted. Unwanted food items will be thrown
away unless they are safe to take home in the bag provided by the school.

Students remaining on Distance Learning will be able to receive a week of meals at Challenger Middle School’s distribution center.
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Section 5: Social and Emotional Needs

Addressing the social/emotional needs of our students and staff is important in the Wilsona School District. School counselors meet
with students individually or in small groups on a regular basis. Teachers are able to make individual counseling referrals if they have
concerns or feel that they have a student in need of additional support. Counselors also schedule classroom presentations to provide
information to the whole class on various topics that impact students. Furthermore, counselors frequently post resources on our district
and school Facebook pages for parents, students, or teachers.

The following are some of the duties and responsibilities of the school counselor:
● Counsel students about their academic, social and emotional needs
● Make  an effort to get to know students they counsel on a personal basis
● Provide classroom presentations on various topics
● Works collaboratively with the school psychologist to ensure services are provided for students with special needs
● Seek assistance from outside agencies as needed for additional resources and support
● Identify students who may need intensive services and coordinates resources for the student or family
● Provide individual and small group counseling to address social and emotional concerns
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Section 6: Family and Community Engagement

The Wilsona School District is committed to engage our families and the community in the process of reopening our schools.  In order
to facilitate that engagement the District uses multiple platforms to communicate with parents and the community. At the District level
the superintendent provides a weekly message via phone and through email.  Information is also regularly provided on the District’s
website and on Facebook. At the school site level principals and assistant principals share information on the School/Class Dojo.
Principals work with the local newspaper to cover school and district events which also are posted on Facebook. School administrators
also use School Messenger to send a Monday message to families each week.  At the school level communication is encouraged with
individual teachers.  Each teacher has established a digital platform such as Dojo and Google Classroom which allows for two way
communication between parents and teachers.

The District and schools have continued to provide opportunities for parents and the community to participate in school activities as
well as leadership and governance meetings. Schools continue to hold School Site Council meetings, English Language Advisory
meetings and Parent Teacher Organization meetings virtually. Parent conferences, IEP and student study team meetings have all
continued virtually.  Schools continue to provide Open House, Back to School and orientation events. The District continues to engage
parents virtually through the District School Leadership Team meeting, the District English Language Advisory Committee meeting and
regularly scheduled Board of Education meetings.

A wide variety of information is communicated to families and the community.  The distribution of food, clothing, school supplies,
technology, hot spots and library books are just a few of the basic resources that are regularly communicated. The District has also
provides a variety of outreach services including home visits if necessary to deliver supplies, etc., to follow up on students not regularly
attending school or students who continue to have problems with connectivity.  The District has formed a “Geek Squad”, with a
technology specialist making home visits to problem solve with families on all things related to technology.

The District in partnership with their After School Provider, RISE, has provided child care for students whose parents are essential
workers and are employees of the District.  This has enabled many students who may have had to be home alone during the school
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day to have a safe place with support to participate in their Distance Learning. In addition to this support, the District in coordination
with RISE has provided a Connectivity Center for those students who have consistently struggled with being connected to the internet.
At this time these two services would continue to be provided when the District reopens.

Throughout the process of closing schools, moving to distance learning and the consideration of reopening schools, the District has
frequently sought to get the families’ and the community’s input by surveying them periodically throughout the year. Additionally
parents have other opportunities to provide their input as members of various stakeholder committees the District has established to
focus on the reopening of the schools.

As schools begin to reopen all of these services, supports and outreach and communication will continue. When possible, some of the
meetings that have been held remotely will be able to resume in person formats.  Child care will continue. Parents and community
members will continue to be included in receiving information and providing input as the decision to reopen schools evolves.
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Section 7: Operations

Identified Space

In order for students to return to school for in person learning there are specific regulations from the Los Angeles Department of Public
Health that the Wilsona School District must follow. This includes the number of students allowed in an average classroom space.  The
current requirement is that no more than 14 students and 2 adults sitting 6 feet apart will be allowed to occupy a classroom. The group
of students and adults in the classroom must be the same group.

The use of outdoor space for instruction will be encouraged, weather permitting. Each school will have identified outdoor space for
instructional use.  These spaces will be offered through a scheduling process to ensure only one group of students at a time is using
this space.  The scheduling for outdoor space will be maintained in each school’s office.

Currently students in grades 6-8 are not able to return to in person instruction unless students return in a specific cohort and does not
exceed 25% of the total school population.  However when they are allowed to return to school, the mixing of student groups will need
to be minimized.  Therefore clear pathways for student movement throughout the school will be determined and enforced that will
maximize social distancing.

In the event that a staff member or student is suspected of being ill or have been in contact with someone who has tested positive the
following rooms have been identified for staff and students while waiting to leave campus:

● Elementary isolation room 111- 2
● Middle School isolation  room (health office) - 2
● Elementary Quarantine Room 111  -2
● Middle School Quarantine room (health office) - 2
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● Overflow will be handled in the classroom or in designated outdoor area

Each school will identify foot traffic patterns that will minimize the contact of students. Markers will be placed in the hallways providing
a direction for foot traffic.  Schedules will be adjusted to ensure that as cohorts of students move through the school, other students
will not be moving at the same time in the same direction. For example students using the bathrooms will be instructed on the direction
to reach the bathroom and the way back to the classroom. If needed schedules will be developed to ensure manageable numbers of
students are in hallways and bathrooms in order to minimize student contacts. Each school will also identify entrances and exits to
minimize student and visitor interactions.

Routine and Deep
Routine cleaning and disinfecting is key to maintaining a safe environment for students and staff. Routine cleaning removes dirt and
most germs and is usually done with soap and water. Disinfection kills most germs depending on the type of chemical. Chemical
products are used as directed on the label for specific purposes. Routine cleaning and disinfecting on a daily basis (more frequently
depending on patterns of use) are necessary for frequently touched surfaces and objects such as:

● Face shields Door knobs and handles
● Lunchroom furniture Classroom furniture
● Countertops Light switches
● Remote controls Toys
● Touch screens printers/copiers
● Shared computer keyboards and mice (due to the difficulty of cleaning computer keyboards, shared computers have signs

posted instruction proper hand hygiene before and after using theme to minimize COVID -19 transmission.

High touch tools and equipment that are not currently essential will be removed from the classroom.  Since classrooms will only be
allowed to have no more than 14 students and 2 adults at a time, to the extent possible extra furniture in classrooms will be removed in
order to expedite classroom cleaning.

Each classroom is equipped with two air purifiers which includes a sensor that notifies staff when the filter needs to be replaced. Filters
will be replaced as soon as the sensor indicates a need.  For the air conditioning units, filters have all been upgraded to the highest
possible.  Filters are routinely inspected every 5 months and changed as needed.

It is not necessary to routinely disinfect surfaces that are not high-touch or high-risk (bookcases, floors, tops of filing cabinets). Soft
surfaces such as carpets, rugs and drapes will be cleaned using soap and water or an appropriate cleaner.
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Cleaning Schedule
● Bathrooms - Disinfected 2 times (high touch areas) daily and cleaned 1 time daily
● Classrooms - Disinfected 2 times (high touch areas) daily and cleaned 1 time daily
● Offices -Disinfected 2 times (high touch areas)  daily and cleaned 1 time daily
● Food prep areas -Disinfected 2 times (high touch areas) daily and cleaned 1 time daily
● Staff/break rooms -Disinfected 2 times (high touch areas)  daily and cleaned 1 time daily

Deep cleaning is completed if a positive case of COVID-19 is determined within a school or a building. Cleaning staff will use
approved chemicals to disinfect any area deemed appropriate by contact tracing. For more details, please see the Wilsona COVID -19
Containment, Response and Control Plan can be found on the District’s website under the COVID-19 tab.

Ensuring that the schools in the Wilsona School District provides a clean and healthy environment, staff and students will work
together with custodial staff to promote a healthy environment for everyone. Classrooms will have sanitation stations that will include
gloves and disinfectant wipes. Teachers will wipe down any community or high touch areas after each class to reduce exposure for the
next group of students.

All staff responsible for cleaning the facility have been trained regarding expectations for cleaning and disinfecting when students and
staff are on campus.  These expectations will be reviewed with cleaning staff on a regular basis.

During COVID-10 Wilsona School District’s indoor facilities will not be leased or available for community opportunities. Outdoor space
will continue to be available.   Only school related events will be held during this period to ensure the safety of our staff and students.

Use of Personal Protective Equipment

The use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) is an important factor in ensuring that students and staff remain safe while attending
school. Some PPE such as face coverings are required for all staff, students and community members while on campus. Two cloth
face coverings and a shield is provided at the start of the school year. Disposable face masks are available through the health office if
needed.  Other PPE such as gloves, gowns and face shields may be required for specifically identified staff and students.  Included
staff are health office staff, nutrition and custodial staff. Signage regarding the use of PPE while on any Wilsona campus will be
displayed at all entrances of the school and in the main offices.
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Students and staff will be given frequent opportunities to wash their hands with soap and use single use paper towels to dry hands
thoroughly. Ethyl alcohol based hand sanitizer will be made available to students and staff throughout the school.

PPE supply will be inventoried monthly using the PPE inventory log and ordered to ensure adequate supplies are available. The
District Nurse in coordination with the District Office will be responsible for ensuring adequate supplies are maintained.
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Human Resources

Testing/Screening
The District will follow the recommendations of the state and local departments of Public Health related to testing and screening.
Currently the recommendation under Purple Tier is that a percentage of staff should be screened each week. Self testing kits are
available through the District at no cost to the employee, and a list of local testing sites have been included in the Health and Safety
Section of this document.

Substitute Teachers
The following procedure will be used to provide substitute teachers to provide coverage for teacher absences when students return to
in person learning:

● The District will identify substitute teachers agreeing to offer in person services
● If there are not adequate substitute teachers available site administrators will cover classes
● If the number of classes needing substitute teachers exceed the substitutes available and the site administrators

non-classroom certificated staff i.e. intervention teachers will cover classes

Leaves of Absence
At this time, the majority of requests for a leave of absence will follow current contract language. Staff contracting COVID-19 at work
will be provided a leave of absence through Worker’s Compensation.

New Employees (On-boarding)
Any new employees to the Wilsona School District (certificated, classified and non-represented) will receive training on the procedure
and protocols identified in this document prior to beginning their assignment. Full time classified and certificated staff will receive this
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information through their respective orientations.  Substitute teachers will be trained during the annual substitute training.  Employees 
hired after these training will be informed of these protocols and procedures prior to beginning their assignment.

Board Adopted Date: March 5, 2021
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